LIGHT-DUTY #1 COMPLIFT - #1348

STANDARD FEATURES
MODEL# 1348-1 W/CHAIN HOIST TROLLEY
MODEL# 1348-21 W/ELECTRIC TROLLEY
CAPACITY IS 600 LBS.
OVERALL BASE WIDTH IS 38”
OVERALL BEAM LENGTH IS 96”
USABLE BEAM LENGTH IS 81”
OVERALL BEAM HEIGHT IS 101”
UNDER BEAM TO GROUND 62” MIN., 98” MAX.
STRADDLE LENGTH IS 73”

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Chain Hoist 8 ft chain fall - #2181-H (NOT SHOWN)
Chain Hoist 20 ft chain fall - #2182-H (NOT SHOWN)
Electric Hoist 440lbs single cable/880lbs double cable - #2184-H (NOT SHOWN)
Compressor Hook - #1352-4 (NOT SHOWN)

APPROX.WEIGHT : 134 LBS.